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Cutlery Collection Mescana

Mescana –
THE NATURAL BEAUTY
The relief-type surface lends a exceptionally authentic
feel to the MESCANA cutlery set.
It’s like grasping a whole new range of senses in your
hands.
MESCANA takes you on a tactile journey of discovery.
The MESCANA cutlery collection has a highly-sophisticated surface type, which is individually crafted to suit the
cutlery piece.
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ACCENTUATED NATURAL
STRUCTURES AND SHAPES
ENSURE THAT EVERY SINGLE
PIECE IN THE MESCANA RANGE
HAS A VERY GENUINE FEEL.
MESCANA fills the senses with a natural, ﬂowing appearance, and the 17 pieces in the set therefore create a very
high degree of authenticity.
MESCANA is especially suited to rustic porcelain in earthy
natural tones. For modern, large plates, the cutlery parts

Where does the name
„Mescana“ come from?
It is a word fusion from
Medan (basic model)
and the Italian word
scanalatura (grooves).
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DEAR PARTNER,
DEAR CUSTOMER,
DEAR COMPANION,

are an ideal companion thanks to their narrow, long appearance.

We received a lot of very positive feedback on the first

The focus is on HEPP Elements, a new table top collection.

issue of our new magazine - thank you!

This design concept opens up many new design possibi-

With Best of HEPP Vol. 2, we would now like to continue

lities. Set the tone and feel totally in your element. HEPP

what we started: Keeping you up to date with the spirit of

ELEMENTS – the elegance of versatility.

the times and the latest news about the HEPP brand.
For the consistent implementation of its brand strategy,

Outlook:
Soon as
hollow-handle knife
available.

The industry has a lot of new things in store. Food trends

HEPP has been named the winner of the German Brand

2018:

Award 2018 in the “Industry Excellence in Branding” ca-

Meet food, the new breakfast, de-processing, activated

tegory in the trade, retail and e-commerce sector. The

charcoal, fast good food, food market halls are the new

new brand image is in line with our credo of “THE ART

food courts, and the new Levantine cuisine. 2018 is the

OF SERVICE” and underlines the extraordinary value of

year of Arab, Lebanese, Syrian and Hebrew cooking style.

the product world.

All kinds of high-quality meat specialities are still on many

We hope we can continue to inspire you with some of

menus despite the veggie trend. That’s why the long-esta-

the trends. Perhaps you’ll also be inspired to imple-

blished HEPP brand has launched its new TAURUS steak

ment some of these ideas yourself. How about an all-day

cutlery set. It is used more and more in very different am-

Sunday breakfast?

biance concepts as the ideal companion at the laid table.
Best wishes from Birkenfeld,
YOUR HEPP TEAM

Novelty Steak-Cutlery

Enjoy your
steak with
style

Exclusively available

Steak Set
TAURUS
2 x knives,
2 x forks
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» sturdy and
dishwasher safe
cutlery
» long-lasting
stainless steel
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Whether it’s a juicy grilled ribeye

The fork has pointed tines to ensure

The new TAURUS (Latin for bull) steak

steak with homemade herb butter or

the required firm hold, while the knife

knife and fork certainly live up to their

a succulent filet with béarnaise sauce,

– which is made of long-lasting stain-

name. The set is an ideal accessory at

a wide variety of high-quality meat

less steel – has an extremely sharp

the table in all kinds of ambient con-

specialities are generally key items

blade that slices through meat with mi-

cepts, looking equally good in a hip

on many menus, despite the trend

nimal effort. But this steak cutlery set

burger joint, a French bistro or a sophi-

towards vegetarianism.

is more than merely functional. Thanks

sticated restaurant. To meet the high

to HEPP’s “The Art of Service” credo,

demands of professional caterers, the

it‘s also attractive to look at. The dark

handle of the cutlery in this set is made

wood-effect handle is reminiscent of

of a combination of synthetic wood

the classic rustic look, while the slight-

and plastic. As a result, it can be easily

ly curved shape of the knife gives it a

washed in the dish-washer.

HOWEVER, YOU
NEED A STURDY SET
OF CUTLERY TO EAT
YOUR MEAT IN TRUE
STYLE.

touch of elegance.

That’s why the long-established HEPP

Incidentally, TAURUS is also the right

brand has launched its new steak cut-

choice of cutlery if your guests pre-

lery set “TAURUS”.

fer to eat their tasty burger patty and
crisp-baked bun with a knife and fork!

steak vs. veggie
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Grilling pleasure from
steaks to vegetables
IS THERE ANYTHING MORE
BEAUTIFUL THAN A
JUICY, TENDER STEAK
STRAIGHT FROM THE
GRILL?

the fillet section. However, tasty steaks can also
be cut from the neck, shoulder and “elongated back”. Each cut has its own characteristics
and ﬂavour, depending on the muscle tissue and

High-quality steaks are more
popular than ever. No sooner has
a steak house opened, than it is
booked out for weeks. However,
besides the quality of the meat,
the right preparation method
is also essential for perfect
enjoyment.
The word steak origiNorse “STEIK”,
which basically means roast.
Wagyu or Charolais,
Aberdeen Angus, Galloway or
Chianina – it’s all a matter of taste
and budget. Wagyu beef – nothing quite
tops off the ﬂavour than this exclusive meat:
white shiny fat, delicate marbling and a perfect fat-tomeat ratio.

THE A-Z OF BBQ:

The meat should be at a temperature of 22–23 degrees
when preparing it, which means it should be removed from
the fridge around two hours in advance. The meat should
therefore be at room temperature because no cooking
processes (denaturation processes) have started yet and
it is not long until the myosin protein begins denaturing
in the meat.
Ideally, the steak should be salted prior to grilling. Timing
is crucial here. A saline solution forms on the surface of the
meat. Many experts salt their meat up to 12 hours before

amount of fat (fat layer or “marbled”).

cooking it. This allows the mildly salty water to ﬂow back

GOOD MEAT
SHOULD BE
MATURED FOR
THREE WEEKS
AND EACH
SLICE SHOULD
BE AT LEAST
FOUR CENTIMETRES THICK.

further denaturation and makes the steak extremely juicy

Whether rib eye or ﬂank steak, entreco-

nates from the Old
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te, T-bone or a lean sirloin – the texture is
important. The marbling of the meat, which is
visible as thin lines of fat, provides the ﬂavour
when the meat softens over the ﬂames, making it
juicy and aromatic. The more evenly marbled the
meat, the better the aroma. However, breed, rearing and feeding also play a decisive role in the taste
experience.
We begin our journey at the fridge where the meat must be
stored because this is where the fewest bacteria are found.
If the meat is to be stored for slightly longer, frozen and
vacuum-packed beef can be stored for up to three months

The classic steak types come from the back section of the

without affecting the quality. In order to prevent contact

cow, between the shoulder and leg. Meat from this back

with oxygen and to prevent freezer burn, the meat must

section is also known as roast beef or rump steak. Roast

be vacuum packed and stored in the freezer. The best way

beef also includes the fillet (derived from French: fillet me-

to gently defrost meat is overnight in the fridge – never at

ans strip), the finest piece of beef.

room temperature because this can cause bacteria to form

The T-bone steak and porterhouse steak are both cut from

in the meat juice that escapes.

into the steak. Inside the meat, the saline water encourages
and tender. This effect begins to take place two hours beforehand. Any less than this, such as 20 minutes, will damage the steak, making it tough and dry. Another rule is to
dab the steak, otherwise it boils instead of roasting. A crispy
crust forms as a result of a dry steak.

COOKING LEVELS FOR MEAT:

Cooking level I: raw; French: bleu. Consistency: Almost
raw consistency, with just a slightly roasted surface, a thin,
brown crust, inside it is virtually raw and still bloody.
Cooking level II: rare; French: saignant. Consistency: crispy, brown crust, bloody core.
Cooking level III: medium rare; French: anglais or à point.
Consistency: dark brown crust, inside evenly pink. The core
of the meat is red.
Cooking level IV: medium / medium well; French: demi-anglais. Consistency: still slightly pink inside.
Cooking level V: well done; French: bien cuit. Consistency:
no longer pink, fully roasted.
When cooked on direct heat, a steak should sit on the grill
for a maximum of four minutes on each side.

steak vs. veggie
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If dripping fat causes ﬂames, you should continue to grill the

verse dishes. Basically, there are two different ways to grill

steaks over indirect heat until the fire subsides, otherwise

vegetables. When they are sliced and placed on the grill,

the surface of the meat will burn. Use a meat thermome-

the grilling process accounts for most of the ﬂavour. Alter-

ter to measure the temperature inside the meat and check

natively, the vegetables can be grilled whole, in which case

how well cooked the steak is. Rare: 48–52°C, medium rare:

the outer layer acts as a protective shell for the core with its

52–55°C, medium: 56–58°C, well done: 65–68°C.

high liquid content. Take leek or fennel, for example. The

THE MAILLARD REACTION OCCURS IN THE MEAT ABOVE 140°C.

This reaction results in the browning and crispiness, producing the perfect roast.
The initial charring process begins at 180°C, whereby
carcinogenic acrylamide starts to form. After searing the

steak, it should ideally be cooked at a temperature of 130

outer leaves char completely, and then the soft inner core is
removed and can be mixed with yoghurt. This often results
in a wonderful texture.

THERE ARE A HUGE VARIETY OF
FOODS FOR VEGETARIAN BARBECUES

ranging from vegetables to halloumi cheese, which can all

to 150°C in the indirect zone. Allow the steak to rest brieﬂy,

be cooked on the barbecue. Meat-free grilling is not boring

then enjoy it, otherwise the meat juice will not be even-

at all – in fact, it is balanced and tasty. Aubergine rolls with

ly distributed. The core temperature permeates the meat

ricotta and feta filling, cheese or tofu – fresh ingredients are

from the outside in.

a must. To prevent the vegetables from drying out quick-

GRILLING VEGGIES:
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ly, all the ingredients to be ﬂame grilled are first coated
with oil. Besides barbecued vegetables, other very popular

Grilling vegetables is a challenge. However, when the vege-

delights include veggie burgers, grilled potatoes and hal-

tables are handled correctly, you can create incredibly di-

loumi cheese. Alternatives include corn on the cob, peppers, lettuce hearts, pea pods, beans,
mushrooms and asparagus. Barbecued
vegetables are rich in fibre and contain
lots of vitamins. Most vegetable varieties
are suitable as a vegetarian main course
and also as side dishes for meat eaters.

TO ACHIEVE AN INTENSE TASTE EXPERIENCE,

leave the vegetables, tofu or cheese to
rest for a couple of hours first in a marinade or herb mixture. Salting is at the top
of the to-do list because vegetables contain a lot of water, which is removed by
salt and heat. The final and exotic touch
is achieved by combining the vegetables with berries, apricots, pineapple or
plums. Fruit, asparagus, peppers and
hard cheese as well as bread and blan-

ched or steamed vegetables are ideally prepared using a
direct grilling method. Large pieces, such as potatoes, cook
wonderfully through indirect grilling. Whether potatoes,
onions, fennel, kohlrabi, red cabbage or beetroot: vegetarian grilling pleasure knows no boundaries. Even hardcore
meat lovers will be won over by Sicilian spinach calzone,
potato slices with fresh rosemary, grilled vegetables with
goat cheese toast or creamy cheese polenta. In Southern
countries, peppers, goat cheese, aubergine and sweet potato are among the most popular foods for the barbecue.

IT DOESN’T ALWAYS HAVE TO BE
MEAT: ENJOY THE FREEDOM OF
BARBECUED VEGETARIAN FOOD.

Surface ambiance
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Surfaces

GLASS BEADS – SILVER VELVET
A silk-matt colour conjures up new highlights and points of
contact in your table arrangement. Delicate finishes give
HEPP cutlery a very pleasant and smooth surface. With
glass bead blasting, microscopic glass balls are blasted under pressure onto the cutlery pieces. The result is a shim-

Thanks to special ﬁnishing techniques such as glass-bead
blasting, stonewashing and PVD coating, HEPP ﬁrst and
foremost fulﬁls the customer’s desire for unique products that create an extravagant ambiance.

POPULAR VINTAGE LOOK WITH
MATT FINISH: STONEWASHED

mering, harmonious and even finish – a soft appearance
that comes into its own, especially when combined with
exclusive, sophisticated table arrangements.

The HEPP “stonewashed” surface finish lends an ultracool
vintage touch to every table. The megatrend of individualisation is making waves all over the world – and resulting in
enormous differentiation between models. The importance
that people attach to individuality has increased over time.
The stainless steel cutlery with matt stonewashed finish
combines timeless design with cool elegance and functionality.
Stonewashed style. The characteristic “used” look of the
cutlery is achieved with grinding tools that work on the surface like little files.
The result is a special, uneven material removal. It couldn’t
be more unique.

ANTHRACITE EXPRESSES ELEGANCE, DIGNITY AND PRESTIGE.
Thanks to its striking anthracite colour, your HEPP cutlery will add new,
stylish touches to every table.
The anthracite PVD colour coating

PVD COLOUR COATING:
COPPER – THE ULTIMATE
CUTLERY LUXURY
It immediately enhances every table. Classic, white porcelain looks just as great alongside
it as modern, black ceramic. HEPP is a sophisticated brand for sophisticated requirements
and offers a unique range of products. This copper-coloured cutlery set is perfect for
festive occasions thanks to its elegant look. PVD, the material used for the decorative
coatings, was originally developed for the jewellery industry. The matching material finishes add that special something to your ambiance. Your dinner will be a stylish highlight!
Ensure stylish moments with the copper cutlery set from HEPP. The colour is both contemporary and timeless. Buon appetito!

has an extremely festive, modern
and sophisticated character. The
cutlery is a real eye-catcher among
contemporary, modern and timeless,
traditional table arrangements.
Elegant, timeless, understated: And
in. Very in.

ELEMENTS - New TABLE TOP Collection
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HEPP ELEMENTS
The new premium-quality table top collection.
Noble elegance for lunch and dinner. The compelling look

Our customers have almost unlimited possibilities when it

makes it so easy: HEPP ELEMENTS skilfully brings together

comes to design and function. Modern form meets a con-

different materials. A trendy material mix at its best: stain-

crete look and stainless steel. Space-saving like no other:

less steel 18/10, concrete, melamine, porcelain and glass.

Meet the new collection from HEPP.

Effortlessly combined to create a superb modular system.

HEPP ELEMENTS perfectly combines puristic practicali-
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ty with aesthetics. HEPP ELEMENTS is aimed at hoteliers

High degree of modularity and multiple use of core pro-

with the courage to try something extraordinary, who want

ducts. Due to its similarities with the HEPP SEQUENCE de-

to set themselves apart from the crowd and create clear,

sign, table top and buffet products can be easily added or

unique selling points. A new casual look that clearly stands

replaced.

out from other collections. Opposites attract: Stainless

This design concept opens up new design possibilities.

steel and concrete come together to create a harmonious

HEPP ELEMENTS – the elegance of versatility. Set the tone

whole. Industrial style meets elegance. The raw style with

and feel totally in your element.

corners and edges exudes a rather special charm, paired

The new collection will be launched at Internorga 2019.

with an elegance that has its very own signature.

ELEMENTS - New TABLE TOP Collection

High modularity

Best of HEPP 2018–2019 vol. 2
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The rectangular generic shape
also allows the combination
with purchased oil bottles.

In the gap on the side,
menu cards etc. can be
pinched.

Basic articles for the compilation of
Small plastic feet on the menages

different function sets, using different
inserts and/or clips.

to secure a save stand on the table

Engraving on the side wall of the

as well as in the clips.

clip possible, e.g. with table number

Different elements access
the Sequence shape

Menages of concrete or
alternatively of melamine

Mouth-blown glass –
each piece is unique

High-quality concrete
optics, with logo

Interview
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Thalia
Schuster
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experience the extraordinary design both at the buffet and

What is the trend for product design in 2020?

at the table.

I feel the strong trend that people are rediscovering an
appreciation for natural colours, materials and accessories.

What was the main reason for the combination of ma-

In contrast, digitalisation is also having a strong impact on

terials (Stainless steel and concrete combine to form

product design. The most important key words are simple

a harmonious whole. Industrial style meets elegance.)

and intuitive.

and what criteria did you use to select your materials?
Concrete has been a trendy material for many years and

In future, successful product development will be an even

I was determined to bring it to the laid table. Combined

greater team effort through the collaboration between

with porcelain and stainless steel, it creates a consistent

materials scientists, engineers and designers.

overall appearance, not least due to the highly contrasting
look and feel.

What is your ofﬁcial job title?
Senior Product Designer

Which essential criteria do your designs need to fulﬁl?
Her designs have a distinctive character, an expressive
form and a love of detail, and are created with desire, aesthetics and function at their core. Her work has
received many design awards such as the iF Award and
the German Design Award.
“A feast for the eyes” – according to the well-known
saying, design is already inextricably linked to the restaurant and hotel scene. What did you focus on when
developing ELEMENTS?
The product concept is centred around the condiment
sets, which characterise the look of the table through the
different arrangements. They are the centrepieces of the
collection. The themes of ﬂexibility and modularity can
thus be perfectly implemented and offer creative freedom.
At the same time, great importance is attached to the
handling aspect for the caterer.
Thalia Schuster studied product design at the University of
Design in Schwäbisch Gmünd, Germany and at the Ingvar
Kamprad Design Center in Sweden. During her studies,
she specialised in kitchen-related design, as well as fine
dining and home decor. Since 2008, the designer has been
working in the WMF Group, designing products with the
highest aesthetic requirements. At the same time, Thalia
Schuster is also a lecturer in product design.

The new table top collection is pleasing to the eye with
its unusual design. HEPP ELEMENTS is aimed at hoteliers with the courage to try something extraordinary,
who want to set themselves apart from the crowd and
create clear, unique selling points. HEPP ELEMENTS
perfectly combines puristic practicality with aesthetics.
What was your inspiration for this extraordinary idea?
The formal basic concept was to incorporate and further
develop the design language of the Sequence buffet system that I designed for the Hepp brand. Guests can now

I want people to be able to identify with the products through my design. They are designed to make life easier
and more beautiful, and bring joy. Of course, functionality
and producibility also play a crucial role.
How would you deﬁne design in a nutshell?
“Form follows function” is my guiding principle. If a product doesn’t work, it’s worthless.
HEPP ELEMENTS: What challenges did you face?
What are the special features? How would you sum
it up?
The greatest challenge was to bring together modularity,
ﬂexibility and aesthetics.
Besides aesthetic appeal, the Elements table top collection offers the caterer an extensive range of combination
possibilities.
What do you like about your work?
What makes it special?
Basically, I’m very happy that I was able to turn my passion
into a career. As a designer, there’s nothing better than
seeing how an idea matures into a product ready for series
production.
What’s your most important work tool?
My most important tool is my sketchbook, which I’ve been
using since my studies. And, just as important, good coffee!

Chafing Dish Induction Plus GN 1/1

Chafing Dish GN 1/1
EXCELLENT

Best of HEPP 2018–2019 vol. 2

New

57.0003.6040
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HEPP expands its portfolio of
efficient buffet solutions
New

Chafing Dish GN 1/1
ARTE
57.0022.6040

New

The right technical equipment is an

The Induction Plus provides a clear

absolute must for special culinary

view of the food inside. As a conse-

highlights. The new Chafing Dish „In-

quence, guests don’t need to remo-

duction Plus GN 1/1“ gives caterers

ve the lid to decide what to eat for

and restaurateurs considerably more

breakfast, lunch or dinner. That saves

ﬂexibility in presenting hot dishes.

energy and underpins the quality on

The device proves its worth when it

both hands. Heat-resistant handles

comes to buffets, combining quality

and the „ARTE“, „EXCELLENT“ and

with maximum variety. Reliable induc-

„NEUTRAL“ buffet stands complete

tion technology ensures optimal tem-

the advantages which this low-main-

perature regulation for dishes due to

tenance, robust novelty can boast of.

evenly distributed heat of the base.

Finally, other products for heating or

The chafing dish is an eye-catcher.

presenting soups as well as serving

Made from high-quality stainless steel

cutlery and stainless steel or porcelain

and fitted with a transparent glass kid,

inserts complete the buffet portfolio.

it gives any buffet an elegant touch.

Buffet stand
ARTE, GN 1/1
57.0015.6040

New

Buffet stand
EXCELLENT, GN1/1
57.0014.6040

New

Buffet stand
NEUTRAL, GN 1/1
57.0016.6040

Novelties
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A growing brand world
With the addition of the assortment by small domestic
appliances, we strengthen and expand the positioning
as one of the leading suppliers for the diverse target
groups in the hospitality industry.
The assortment consists of the extensive product and
brand world of Groupe SEB. These include articles from
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TEFAL

When it comes to kitchen equipment, coffee machines,
kettles, toasters, wafﬂe irons and ovens are now available. In addition, irons and vacuum cleaners complement the range in the household category, while the
bathroom equipment is equipped with a hairdryer and
scale. Here is an excerpt from our extensive assortment:

the brands KRUPS, TEFAL, OBH Nordica, MOULINEX

TEFAL TOASTER ELEMENT
58.4615.2079, stainless steel / black, 28,2 x 15,7 x 19,3 cm, PU 1
Variable width slot (25cm)
Stop function - to stop the toasting cycle at any time
Warm-up and defrost functions with integrated bun rack
Design family - coffee maker and kettle are available in the same design
TEFAL BATHROOM SCALE PREMISS

and ROWENTA.

58.4615.2087, black 28 x 28 x 22 cm, PU 1

KRUPS
KRUPS NESPRESSO ESSENZA MINI GREY

More products
from the
assortment on
www.hepp.de

High capacity 150 kg
Automatic ON and OFF function
100 g graduation - for precise weighing results
Tread made of tempered glass - to ensure stability and easy cleaning

58.4615.2092, grey, 8,4 x 20,4 x 33 cm, PU 1
Pressure 19 bar - optimal pressure for ﬁrst-class espresso and coffee brewing
Coffee capacity 0.6 L - ideal for apartments and hotel rooms
2 programmable cup sizes - for easy and convenient handling
Eco Mode - with auto-off function after 9 minutes
Removable water tank - for easy reﬁlling and cleaning
Short heat-up time - ready for operation in only 25 seconds

ROWENTA
ROWENTA DRYER POWERLINE PLUS
58.4615.2067, black, 26,5 x 21 x 8 cm, PU 1
3 air ﬂow- and temperature settings - for an ideal heat-level adaption
High precision airﬂow concentrator and cool air shot - to ensure a long

OBH Nordica
OBH NORDICA KETTLE CENTRIC
58.4615.2074, stainless steel / black, 22 x 13 x 20 cm, PU 1
Water capacity 1 L - ideal for apartments and hotel rooms
Power 1350 Watt
360° rotational, cordless base - for more convenience
Concealed heating element - for fast boiling and convenient cleaning

lasting styling Hanging loop and 1.8 m power cable length - to provide
ultimate convenience movable grid - for easy cleanin

Moulinex
MOULINEX HAND VACUUM EXTENSO
58.4615.2091, red / white, 40,5 x 17,5 x 11 cm, PU 1
3.6 V handheld vacuum cleaner • Easy-to-clean classic ﬁlter
10 minutes running time • Running time indicator - for easy usage
375 ml dust container capacity

HEPP INTERNATIONAL
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Trade Review
INTERGASTRA 2018
STUTTGART, 03.02.–07.02.2018

INTERNORGA 2018
HAMBURG, 09.03.–13.03.2018

Overall concept from A to Z

Steak cutlery spurs a wild west feeling

HEPP shone brightly alongside its cooperation partners

„Our new products, such as the induction chafing dish, the

Spiegelau Glas and the Weiden-based porcelain manufac-

Mescana cutlery and the steak cutlery, were extremely well

turer BAUSCHER. The overall concept that the exhibitors

received,“ says Thomas Kull, Sales Manager DACH.

wanted to present together was quite clear: these three
brands can collaborate to optimally meet their customers‘
needs.
Buffet-style presentation is absolutely standard in the catering industry. Buffet products and cutlery were therefore
the most sought-after items at the trade fair.

HOTELEX SHANGHAI 2018
SHANGHAI CHINA,
26.03.-29.03. 2018
A high level of visitor quality could be recorded both regionally and internationally. The special and unique concept
lured both dealers and customers to the stand.

In addition, Hepp was represented at the following
international fairs:
Horecava, Amsterdam – Netherlands, 08.01.–11.01.2018
Ambiente, Frankfurt, 09.02.–13.02.2018
FHA, Singapur, 24.04.–27.04.2018
NRA Show, Chicago - USA, 19.05.–22.05.2018

Intergastra
Stuttgart

FHA
Singapur

Small appliances complete the
product portfolio
Internorga Hamburg
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Internorga
Hamburg

Cutlery parts
as eye-catcher

HOTELEX Shanghai

The Highlight
„TAURUS“

HOTELEX Shanghai

Interview
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Felix Hepp
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When did you ﬁrst visit the HEPP factory?

What differences and similarities do you see between

It was in autumn 2015 in Birkenfeld.

the brand today and back then?
To answer this question, I’d like to invite you to our

Can you tell us a couple of anecdotes about the Hepp

showroom in Birkenfeld. The greatest difference is proba-

brand and your family?

bly in the product design. We still have one or two traditi-

According to our books and stories, the Hepp brand has

onal products in our range, however these are few and far

been around since 1862. We don’t know at what point the

between. Hepp was and continues to be one of the top

year 1863 crept in, but we find it really amusing. A very

brands for the sophisticated catering and hotel industry

common Hepp obsession is examining the cutlery at a re-

and this is also how we are perceived on the outside!

staurant. If the cutlery is from Hepp, naturally the food immediately tastes much better.
What was Karl like? Can you tell us a little about him?

What does tradition mean to you personally and where
does it stand in relation to the future and modernity?
Our new brand image “Hepp - The Art of Service” sums it

After leaving school, Karl learned goldsmithing at Dittler &

up. For me, tradition means preserving old values, which

Co. in Pforzheim. He then went on to continue his training

clearly includes the typical Hepp design and quality of

in Paris, London, Hamburg, Berlin and Vienna with his uncle

the products. On the other hand, times are changing and

Robert Dittler. Karl, who suffered from increasing hearing

customers are less and less willing to spend a lot of money

loss as he grew older as a result of a serious illness when he

on cutlery and hollow-ware. I believe that traditional and

was young, was the technical manager in the factory, whe-

modern elements can be combined really well. For examp-

re he worked from morning till night until a ripe old age.

le, new techniques such as PVD coating and stonewashing

He was extremely conscientious and hardworking, made

also make it possible to present “long-established” pro-

no personal demands, was a big nature lover and enjoyed

ducts in a completely new light!

hiking. He led a withdrawn life and dedicated himself entiWhat are your early childhood memories?
At every family celebration, the table was always festively laid. Silverplated Hepp items such as tea/coffee pots,
vegetable bowls, sauce boats and old, heavy Alpacca cutHow old were you when you ﬁrst began to notice HEPP
products?
I must have been 7 or 8 years old. I was at primary school
and we had to talk about our family history. For me, it was

lery always had their spot on the table.
You come from a family steeped in tradition. Is this a
burden or a pleasure?
A pleasure! I’m delighted to see how successful the Hepp

the Hepp silverware factory of course.

brand has been for more than 150 years.

What is your emotional association with the HEPP

How old was your great great grandfather at the time?

brand?

My great great grandfather Karl founded the “Gebr. Hepp”

I associate it with a family business even though this has

silverware factory together with his younger brother Otto

not been the case for many years. When I look at the por-

in 1863. Karl was 24 at the time, his younger brother Otto

trait of the founders Karl and Otto, I see my grandfather

was just 20. They worked at the company for more than 50

and great uncle. This is always a wonderful experience.

years before selling it in 1914.

rely to his family and his business. He still experienced the

Do you see yourself as a brand ambassador?

First World War and subsequent inﬂation with loss of his

Yes of course, this is a fundamental requirement for sales!

fortune and the collapse of his homeland. Until his death,

I believe that every person who works in sales should see

Karl lived at the villa he built in 1890 on Erbprinzenstraße,

themselves as a brand ambassador. This is the only way to

Pforzheim which was later destroyed during an air raid in

credibly communicate the brand externally.

February 1945. His wife Emma was the granddaughter of
Ferdinand Oechsle from Pforzheim, the renowned inventor

What is your current role at HEPP?

of the Oechsle Scale.

I work in the sales division for Germany. I am responsible
for providing support to our retail partners and customers

Mr Hepp, how long have you had a professional inte-

in Southern Germany.

rest in the HEPP brand and why?
I’ve had a professional interest in the HEPP brand since au-

Where do you see the future of the HEPP brand?

tumn 2015. We were invited on a tour of the factory where

The Hepp brand has ﬂourished under its new owner. Hepp

I was able to find out more about the company. The very

is now a Groupe SEB brand. Groupe SEB has set itself am-

same day I wrote my application. I joined Hepp in March

bitious goals for our hotel business. I am excited to see

2016.

what the future will bring!
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HEPP receives German Brand
Award 2018 for “THE ART OF
SERVICE” brand strategy
The independent jury of the German Brand Award

OUTSTANDING BRAND EXPERTISE IN THE CATEGORY
OF “INDUSTRY EXCELLENCE
IN BRANDING”

2018 – which consists of brand experts from a
range of disciplines – discovered and rewarded
HEPP’s outstanding brand management.

THE GERMAN BRAND AWARD

For the consistent implementation of its brand
strategy in 2017, HEPP has been named the win-

The competition was founded and is initiated every

ner of the German Brand Award 2018 Category of

year by the German Design Council, an indepen-

“Industry Excellence in Branding” in the trade, re-

dent, international centre of excellence for com-

tail and e-commerce sector “.

munication and knowledge transfer in the field of
design.

The new brand image is in line with the credo of
“THE ART OF SERVICE” and underlines the extraordinary value of the product world. Cutlery and
utensils for the table and serving are presented as
works of art in order to underline the claim to be a

The German Brand Award Ceremony includes a
HEPP has been standing for “THE ART OF SERVICE” for over 150 years: The art lies in combining

global premium brand.

the traditional and the modern, the timeless and

The award was initiated by Germany’s Design

suals is like diving directly into the world of art.

Council and judged by an excellent panel of brand
experts from academia and business.

the contemporary. Glancing at the new HEPP viFor example, collections are presented in rhythmic, parallel sequences or subtly – yet very effectively – arranged on podiums. The backgrounds are
reminiscent of concrete or have elegant colours to
show-case the “works of art” even better.
At the same time, HEPP’s styling helps build a
bridge towards everyday catering: It is immediately clear to the customer how the cutlery collections, buffet systems and tabletop accessories can
be arranged to have an impact on the guests. This
provides inspiration and is an invitation to rethink
ideas and connect the old with the new.

range of different competition classes, including
“Excellence in Branding”, “Industry Excellence in
Branding” and “Excellence in Brand Strategy, Management and Creation”.

The competition is exclusively open to companies
who are nominated for the German Brand Award
by the German Brand Institute and its brand scouts
and panels of experts. Brands are studied in depth
and given awards under the supervision of the Design Council and a jury of leading experts.
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Trends that tempt
people to try
something new
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe already knew:

“NO PLEASURE IS TEMPORARY
BECAUSE THE IMPRESSION IT
LEAVES IS PERMANENT.”

We give insights into people’s desires and living conditions. The vegetable is the rising star. Plants are the new
protagonists on our plates. Vegetables side dishes are a
thing of the past. We learn and discover from other food
cultures. More than ever, vegetables are playing a key role.
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In classic dishes, meat is the main ingredient and vegeta-

“Foodies” buy fruit, vegetables, meat and baked goods at

bles are the side dish. This rule is being broken more and

the market, from the farm and in specialty shops – “closer”

more.

to the product. Manufacturers must provide proof of the

This is the case for example, with Levantine cuisine, which

quality of the products. Food is not only “consumed”, it is

originates from Israel, Syria and Jordan and is winning over

also “experienced”. It is not just the food itself, the overall

the restaurant scene in the Western world.

experience also plays a major role. A compelling concept
and a special atmosphere are decisive factors. The staging

IN THE MIDDLE EAST, “MEZZE” does

not just mean small dishes but also refers to the culture

The new Levantine cuisine is distinguished by this Arab tradition, combined with Hebrew creativity. 2018 is the year
for Arab, Lebanese, Syrian and Hebrew cooking style.
“Levant” means “sunrise” and describes these eating habits. Vegetables and freshness have never been such hot
topics. Falafel is considered to be the signature dish of
Levantine cuisine. However, the oriental world of culinary

This female pioneering direction is having an impact on the

MEET FOOD

food scene are following suit.
The new “leaf to root” or “root to stalk” concept is causing
a sensation and focusing the spotlight on using the entire
vegetable.
Why is watermelon rind a classic ingredient in the USA but
thrown out with the waste in Europe? Why don’t we eat

nomy and craftsmanship, for example.

experience.

delights also includes shakshuka, a traditional dish from

entire eating and drinking culture, and the restaurant and

producer and customer. A combination of shop, gastro-

of sharing, which is centred around the communal dining

THIS TREND HAS BEEN ACCELERATED BY FEMININE TASTES,

which are providing a new direction – female connoisseurs.

of manufacturing processes links together the product,

Arab cuisine, tabbouleh, a special salad, and exotic spices
like sumach, za’atar and harissa.

There is increasing interest among the population to experience the production and quality of foods in a sensual
way. Producers are responding to this trend. Consumers
want to know what they are eating, where it comes from,
what it is made of, and how it is processed and prepared.

carrot leaves? Why do chefs use the green leafy part of tomatoes? How about radish leaves in soup, salad or pesto?
“Leaf to root” is the crucial factor for vegetables.
When it comes to meat, the fillet is not necessarily the
best cut. With vegetables, there is a new culinary world
outside of the traditional world of cuisine. A source of
Whether hotels, industrial operations, caterers, hospitality

inspiration for everyday cooks, vegetable growers and

experts or game changers of the future, food trends pick

professional chefs.

up on the spirit of the times, whet the appetite for so-

What’s more, there are also the health-related aspects. In

mething new, emotionalise and are excellent “early war-

stores, pre-washed lettuce, ready-chopped fresh vegetab-

ning systems”. Be inspired by our trend ideas and don’t

les and premium frozen vegetables are paving the way for

just captivate your guests through extra calories.

making it quick and easy to enjoy vegetables.

THE NEW BREAKFAST
Breakfast – all day long. Gone are the days when it was no
longer possible to order breakfast after 11 a.m. Breakfasts
are booming. Poached eggs, avocado bread and porridge
are no longer just eaten in the morning. Individuality, casual style and international ﬂair.
Cosy and uncomplicated – the new standards for the catering and hotel industry. Hip cafés offer the first meal of the
day around the clock – and with huge success!

food-trends
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Delicious smoothie bowls, pancakes
and warm porridge varieties make

DE-PROCESSING

breakfast fans extremely happy.

De-Processing is a new spin in the food industry: the acceptance of industrially porcessed products continues
to decline, the desire for natural manufacturing processes and food increases - and poses immense challenges
to the industry, but also creates innovative, alternative players.

This trend unites aspirations such
as individualisation with the international orientation of the offering. Breakfast is celebrated like no
other meal and can even be served
into the afternoon.

ON HOT COALS
Activated carbon is on its way to

THE TRANSFORMATION OF FOOD PRODUCTION:
FROM „LOW PROCESSED“ TO „DE-PROCESSED“

securing a place alongside superfoods like spirulina. It promotes
more beautiful skin, improved breath and better teeth, stops swea-

Supply market
(Producer-oriented)

Demand market
(Consumer-oriented)
Industry

HA

Varied product
range –
individualized
taste

Lots of
standardised products
- mass taste

ND

CR

MA

AF

ting and prevents hangovers, while
also improving concentration levels. Green smoothies are so yesterday – activated carbon is
dominating drink hits in 2018. In Hollywood, the drink is all
the rage, as it is purported to have detoxifying properties.

SUSTAINABILITY IS IN
This trend took off back in 2017. Even organic products are

T

NU

FA
CT
OR

now being critically examined, with people favouring regional products over organic ones from the other side of the
world. More and more companies are being set up with

Y

P
T-U
R
A
ST

the aim of operating sustainably. From regional vegetables
to furniture made of cardboard and deposits on reusable
coffee mugs – there are many ways to adapt to the ecological boom.

FAST GOOD FOOD

MASTER CRAFTSMEN
Mechanical
production

1800

Assembly line and
electrical power

1900

1960

Automated
production &
chemical auxiliaries

1980

Quick AND high-quality are no longer contradictory at-

De-Processing (new
technologies reduce
the use of chemistry)

2000

2020

Personalised
production

tributes. When it comes to take-away lunchtime snacks,
they should not be at the expense of health. Ready-to-eat,
take-away meal concepts incorporating freshly packed, in-

2040

teresting salad creations and other superfoods are becoming increasingly popular.

FOOD MARKET HALLS ARE THE
NEW FOOD COURTS
Takeaway food is also extremely popular in food market
halls, which are a mixture of a classic food court and a
street food market. Well-known examples include the Borough Market in London, the Mercado da Ribeira in Lisbon
and Markthalle Neun in Berlin. We can assume that a lot
will also happen in this area in Germany.

www.hepp.de
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HEPP NEWSLETTER
With the HEPP newsletter, we take you into the
artful world of cutlery, tableware and serving
equipment - in line with our credo „THE ART OF
SERVICE“.
On a regular basis, we inform you about current trends relating to laid tables and buffets,
product innovations as well as company
news.
Please subscribe at:
www.hepp.de

www.hepp.de
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